
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS MASTER THESIS

The dissertation acknowledgements are where you thank the people who helped you during the process. This one-page
section is more.

Thrasyvoulos N. The general advice is to express your appreciation in a concise manner and to avoid strong
emotive language. However, if someone was particularly inspiring or supportive, you may wish to mention
them specifically. Study the two examples below. Type your revised version here Suggested Answers I wish
to thank Jack Chau for his assistance with the statistics used in this report. Read the acknowledgement and
then answer the questions that follow. The following list includes those people who are often acknowledged.
Type your suggestions here. No professor, no other coworkers, unless they really went over the top in helping
with your work. Special thanks should be given to Dr. Is this article helpful? Scribbr editors not only correct
grammar and spelling mistakes, but also strengthen your writing by making sure your paper is free of vague
language, redundant words and awkward phrasing. I could not have imagined having a better advisor and
mentor for my Ph. Careful thought needs to be given concerning those whose help should be acknowledged
and in what order. Even if you feel your supervisor did not contribute greatly to the final product, you must
acknowledge them, if only for a very brief thank you. Can I acknowledge God? For this, I am extremely
grateful. If you want to add one: Make it damn short. What can proofreading do for your paper? Mapper: Fair
enough, this may have been a misguided attempt at humor. Ying Wu for the continuous support of my Ph.
There is no need to refer to the particular time the assistance was given. My sincere thanks also goes to Dr. D
study. PhD: If you feel you have to go over one page, make it entertaining. My grateful thanks are also
extended to Mr. The acknowledgement appears too informal because of the use of the first name without the
family name. It's the first and in most cases only thing anybody checks in a thesis, so don't be a bore. Note that
personal pronouns such as 'I, my, me â€¦' are nearly always used in the acknowledgements while in the rest of
the project such personal pronouns are generally avoided. My research partner, Dr Jane Goodall, was
instrumental in defining the path of my research. You can end the acknowledgements with your last thank
you. Pappas, and Dr. At least if the inverse is assumed which you did not do in this answer , that a lack of
acknowledgments is a safe sign that the author felt let down by everyone and everything, I would vehemently
object. Jobs for inspiring my interest in the development of innovative technologies. James Crenshaw, Dr.


